IMPETUS-2K17 & KRUTI-2017 conducted at DBACER

Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar College of Engineering and Research, Wanadongri, Nagpur, organized IMPETUS-2K17 “A National level Technical Convention “and Kruti-2017 “A National Level Project Competition “. Around 800 students participated in IMPETUS 2K17 and Kruti-2017 from various Engineering and Polytechnic Colleges. Program was inaugurated by Er. S. D. Aney, Superintendent Engineer EHV O & M Circle MSETCL, Nagpur and Principal Dr. V. H. Tatwawadi. During inaugural speech Er. S. D. Aney encouraged and motivated the students for participating in various technical events organized by DBACER and also focused on the modern & smart technology adopt by the government organizations. He personally visited all the 13 technical events and admired the efforts taken by the students to make it a great success.

Thirteen technical events along were held in IMPETUS 2K17 & Kruti-2017 and the prizes of worth Rs. 1 lack were distributed by the hands of Principal Dr. V. H. Tatwawadi, Dr.S.V. Prayagi Dr. A. P. Kedar and Prof. N.S. Panchbudhe.

The Event “Kruti-2015” was organised by Mr. N.S. Panchbudhe, Mr. Dinesh Gawande, Mr. Smitesh Bobde, Mr. Rahul Jichkar, Mr. Rupesh Wagh along with valuable cooperation from all the faculties of DBACER.